Secure Video
Evidence Storage and
Management
The usage of video technology and evidence in law
enforcement is growing at an accelerated pace. As a
proven systems integrator and leader in law enforcement
technology, DataWorks Plus is uniquely positioned to
provide solutions for the challenges agencies will face with
collecting, securely storing, and analyzing prolific video
data.

VideoManager Plus securely stores & manages video
evidence from body-worn cameras, video surveillance
cameras, CCTV, interrogations, etc.

Secure Storage
Videos are protected from alterations, loss, and
unauthorized viewing or printing. The contents of the
original video file are NEVER altered, preventing court
room challenges towards authenticity. Video data may be
securely stored at your site, an off-site location, or in the
cloud.

Fully Integrated
DataWorks Plus has established business relationships
with multiple hardware and software manufacturers in
order to integrate various hardware devices and software
into our solution.

Dynamic Playback
Software supports playback of various video formats on
multiple devices, including phones and tablets.

Rapid Retrieval
Robust, full-featured search capability provides quick
retrieval of the data you need.
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Quickly find the data you need.
Indexing process includes running
the footage and indexing through
facial recognition matches, detected
words, detected objects, and GPS
locations.

Video data may be securely stored at your site, an off-site
location, in the cloud, or a hybrid approach with a
combination of storage options. Videos are protected from
alterations, loss, and unauthorized viewing or printing.

Find specific videos by file ID, device
ID, recording officer, recording date
and time, case number, incident
type, or address.

DataWorks Plus is dedicated to providing the Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
Market with affordable, top of the line products and technology to improve the
productivity, efficiency, and safety of officers and other staff. We offer solutions for
mobile identification, inmate tracking, booking, crime scene data and image
management, live scans, fingerprint archive, facial recognition, records management,
and fusion centers.
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